WAP1520 - Greater Sydney subprogram summary for 2017-18
The NSW Weeds Action Program 2015-2020 (WAP1520) is a NSW Government initiative to
reduce the adverse impact of weeds on the environment, economy and community. The
WAP1520 focuses on delivering key outcomes of the NSW Invasive Species Plan by assisting
agencies to:
 prevent new invasive weed species from establishing
 eliminate or contain small populations of new invasive weed species before they can
spread further
 reduce the impact of widespread invasive species on priority assets
 develop the skills and knowledge of people in NSW so that they are able and empowered
to better manage invasive species.
Some quick facts about the WAP1520 - Greater Sydney subprogram in 2017/18:

Partners spent

$2.4m
$856K in grant
funds
$1.58m in-kind
contributions

14 Partners:
12 local councils
National Parks and
Wildlife Service

11 Full-Time
equivalent weed
professionals
employed with
WAP funding

Greater Sydney LLS

The Greater Sydney subprogram met or exceeded most activity and expenditure targets in
2017-18, with funds being spent as described in the original project application to DPI:

WAP1520 - Activity and Expenditure tracking 2017/18
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Significant reductions in weed spread across land tenures, and whole of landscape weed
control were achieved as a direct result of project partners working collaboratively with key
land and water managers, committees and community groups such as:

- Downer Australia

- Local Aboriginal Land Councils

- Department of Planning

- Camden Town Farm

- Roads and Maritime Service

- Department of Education

- Australand

- Crown Lands

- Golf courses

- Caltex

- ANSTO

- Sydney Water

- Sydney Trains and ARTC

- Office of Water

- Environment Protection Authority

- Transgrid

WAP1520 - Greater Sydney subprogram highlights

Regional Weed Coordination
 The High Risk Pathways and Sites Management Plan, the New Weed Incursion Plan, the
Regional Inspection Plan and the Regional Communication Plan were reviewed and
substantially updated.

Prevention and early detection activities
 Program partners exceeded all inspection targets in 2017/18 as follows:
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 Sutherland Shire Council seized 80 juvenile frogbit plants within 72 hours of them arriving
by post after being sold online, in a rapid response to a notification from New England
Weeds Authority. Council also seized 52 water hyacinth plants from a private property
after discovering them for sale online on Gumtree.
 The continued presence of the Strathfield Municipal Council Biosecurity Officer at Sydney
Flower Market has substantially reduced the quantity of invasive species being sold.
 More than 50 online sales of plant species with a prohibition on dealings were prevented
(predominantly Opuntioid Cacti) with ads successfully removed after officer extension.

Eradication and containment activities

331.8 Km
& 87.4 Ha
Priority high risk
aquatic weeds
controlled

1,697 Ha
Boneseed control
Many sites showing
a reduction in
spread and density

70 km &
2890 Ha
Priority high risk
terrestrial weeds
controlled

 Fairfield City, Blue Mountains City, Cumberland and Hawkesbury River County Councils
controlled frogbit within one week of discovering four separate infestations.
 Blue Mountains City Council continue to find only small numbers of alligator weed, salvinia
and cabomba in the Glenbrook Lagoon/ Lapstone Creek catchment and a creek in Mount
Riverview, moving closer towards complete eradication of those species from the LGA.
 Senegal tea distribution within the National Parks estate has been reduced to small spot
locations at Audley and Cattai only. Infestations of this species on the Hawkesbury River
between North Richmond and Windsor have reduced by 40% since 2016, and have reduced
by 90% in Redbank Creek at North Richmond.
 The infestation of sicklethorn at Bayview has markedly reduced with only one mature seedbearing plant found in 2017/18.

 The National Parks and Wildlife Service has commenced a chemical trial on water poppy at
Audley with good results on the Metsulfuron trial (pictured below).

 WAP-funded treatment of kei apple in Wollondilly has been successful with no regrowth
found at the site since 2015.
 The Nepean River Aquatic Weed Program, a partnership between Wollondilly, Camden and
Campbelltown councils continues to successfully reduce the volume of alligator weed
biomass available for fragmentation and reinfestation downstream and across the
floodplain. A platypus was sighted in the river for the first time in 20 years, demonstrating
the improvement to habitats and overall health of the river.
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Asset protection
 Alligator weed control in the lower Nepean and Hawkesbury River continues to focus on
risk mitigation with active suppression treatments conducted 3 times per year at boat
ramps, popular riverside reserves and public use areas. There are now negligible numbers
of plants at these sites.
 An infestation of broom asparagus at Avalon Beach has been controlled, with the
landholder taking over ownership of the site and revegetating with native tube-stock.
 Sea spurge sites among coastal dune systems in the Northern Beaches and Sutherland
Shire LGAs were monitored and treated for regrowth, with very few isolated plants found.
 6 booms were routinely inspected and maintained on the tributaries of the HawkesburyNepean, to restrict the movement of floating aquatic weeds.
 A cross-tenure, cross-regional initiative to control gorse in and adjacent to the rail corridor
was undertaken by Wollondilly Shire Council, ARTC and Wingecaribee Councils, with
Wollondilly reporting a 50% reduction in the number of plants found since 2015.
 Cat’s claw creeper biocontrol was released at Kurrajong, Berkshire Park and Cattai. The
jewel beetles are establishing successfully.

Education & capacity building
The WAP1520 - Greater Sydney subprogram continued to fund the weed professional capacity
building program. 133 staff were supported to attend work-related training including:
 Introductory and
refresher legal training that
gave participants a working
understanding of the
Biosecurity Act 2015 (NSW).
 A Recognising Water Weeds course, where participants examined live plant specimens to
learn the key identifying features of many water weeds and their native look-alikes.
 A Weed Risk Management System training course, where participants learned how to apply
the system to assess the risk and feasibility of control of weed species.

 A Sicilian Sea Lavender and Kudzu study tour, where
staff and volunteers from across the Greater Sydney
and Hunter regions were brought together on the
Central Coast to learn how to identify and control these
two highly invasive species. Both are listed as priority
species in the Greater Sydney Regional Strategic Weed
Management Plan.


17 local council weed professionals were
supported to attend the 2017 NSW Weeds
Conference, which is essential if staff are to
stay abreast of contemporary philosophy and
best practices in regards to contemporary
weed management. This enables them to
mentor across many weed-related disciplines.
 488 private property owners were mentored and provided with site-specific, long-term
strategies to help them to manage weeds more effectively.
 6,341 community members engaged with 41 educational weed information displays across
the region that raised weed awareness.
 Sydney WeedAPP was launched, which is a free, web-based, common mapping platform
that has given all Local Control Authorities in the region the capacity to meet the
requirement to report weed data to the Biosecurity Information system.
 295 volunteers/others were provided with weed management related training.

